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QA Testing for Continuous Integration & Delivery

Rainforest provides a testing solution that can keep pace with the demands on continuous 

integration and continuous delivery, unlocking the potential of fast-moving teams. 

Accelerates QA for Faster Development Cycles

Access to on-demand testers provides scalable QA execution 
that doesn’t take your team away from development to run 
repetitive tests. 

• Test instantly across web and mobile VMs for comprehensive 
feedback in 30 minutes

• 60,000 experienced testers

The Rainforest CLI and DevX bring test case management, 
execution and results into the tools your team uses for faster 
feedback loops and clear, actionable bug reports.

• Write and edit tests from code editor
• Initiate test runs automatically from CI 
• Get results where they’re most useful -- whether that’s 

your dev team’s Slack channel or a bug tracking tool

Rainforest is designed to work with the tools and processes your team already uses. Companies 
use Rainforest to get the speed of automation and the benefits of manual QA testing earlier in 
the development process. Developers can also use Rainforest DevX to write and run tests from 
a command line, without ever leaving their workflow.

Integrates Testing into Your Workflow

Rainforest is the perfect execution alternative to brittle, flaky 
automated tests, freeing up your QA engineers to spend less 
time managing automation scripts and more time improving 
product quality. 

• Machine learning-verified results with human context for 
more confident deployments

Improves Testing Automation Results



“We haven’t had to put in a lot of resources on our end to 
supplementing our existing team. Every time our developers want to 

push something it goes to our staging environment. Rainforest results 
are imported to Slack, and we get results in as little as 15 minutes.”

Dominic Esposito
Head of Product, Jitjatjo

Rainforest is designed to work with the tools and processes your team already uses. 
Companies use Rainforest to get the speed of automation and the benefits of manual 
QA testing earlier in the development process. Developers can also use Rainforest DevX 
to write and run tests from a command line, without ever leaving their workflow.

Using Rainforest in CI Workflows

Kick off tests 
automatically 

from CI

Functional tests executed by 
Rainforest testers in parallel 

with unit tests

Rainforest test results 
delivered directly in CI or 

other workflow tools

Integrations

About Rainforest QA

Rainforest QA helps agile and continuous delivery engineering teams move faster with the industry’s 
only AI-powered crowdtesting platform. Our platform leverages 60,000 qualified testers to deliver on-
demand, comprehensive and machine learning-verified regression test results. Rainforest customers 
spend less time and money testing so they can ship better applications faster. For more information on 
Rainforest, visit https://www.rainforestqa.com.
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In addition to the out-of-the-box integrations supported by Rainforest, our full-featured 
API can be used to configure Rainforest to fit with your team’s unique workflow. 
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